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INTRODUCTION

In accepting the challenge, and the privilege, of editing this first
all-medical issue of Tradition, I have aimed to be faithful to the

penodical's traditions whie also directing attention towards several

new areas.
I believe we achieved the former by presenting a potpourri of

medical topics with Jewish philosophic and halakc implications. Medi-
cal issues continue to provide some of the most fertie areas for hala-
khc, hashkafic and general ethcal inquiry. As society at large wrestles
with many of these very same isssues, we Jews have an unparalleled
opportunity and obligation to make our positions and teachings heard
in the wider debate. So long as society's gavel has not yet come down
on these issues, and so long as the public debate continues to be in flux,
our input can have significant consequence in the final formulation of
atttudes and legislation of practice.

I have tred to assemble writers and topics which may have had, in
general, litte airing in rabbinic journals. All are well known and regard-
ed in their respective circles, and ths is the first forum in which their
works appear together. Hailng from different disciplines and back-
grounds, they were each engaged to write on topics generally un-
touched in the pages of Tradition.

Rabbi Moshe Eisemann, on the faculty of Yeshivat Ner Israel in
Baltimore, reflects, in his inimitable style and with great sensitivity,
Jewish atttudes to pain and suffering. Rabbi Eisemann's recently pub-
lished work on Job supports his highly esteemed credentials in ths im-

portant but largely neglected field of medical practice. Of note, his arti-
cle was read by several chronically il patients and their families, who
derived great comfort and reassurance from its near poetic accents and
sentiments.

The intersection of rabbinics and psychology is an especially im-
portant one. Both professions benefit from enhanced communication
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between them. Serious work connecting the two professions greatly en-
hances the care either group can give to many Orthodox clients. Dr.
Chana Slanger, a psychologist in private practice with wide experience
with male yeshiva and female seminary students, discusses her fidings

regarding rabbinc attitudes using a survey instrument described in her
article.

Reproductive issues on the one hand, and end -of-life issues on the
other, continue to form the bulk of most discussions of Jewish medical

interest. In this volume I have attempted to present old themes in
somewhat new guises.

Rabbi Dr. Edward Reichman, M.D. has already earned a solid
reputation as a historian of Jewish medical ethcs. Here he broadens his
reputation by skilfully uncovering the overall scientific milieu in which
Hazal formulated their views of reproductive biology. Clearly, the
understanding of the contemporary scientific world at the time of the
Sages is crucial to unravellng some of the apparent perplexities found
in the Talmudic literature. Provided they are imbued with yirat shama-
yim, ths line of research deserves the attention of serious scholars.

In his masterful treatment of yet another vexing issue catapulted

into the limelight by the burgeoning developments of reproductive
technology, Rabbi Dr. Yitzchok Breitowitz lives up to his well-earned
reputation. He takes the reader through the scientific, halakc, social,
and legal maze of early interventional. gynecology with characteristic
thoroughness and fluency.

Rabbi Dr. J. David Bleich's regular column rounds out the issue
with another of his rich discussions on topics of halakha and medicine.

In editing ths collection I had the indispensable help of Tradi-

tion's talented and devoted editorial officers. In particular, I want to
thank Dr. Joel B. Wolowelsky, whose inspiration and persistence were,
without exaggeration, absolutely essential to the realization of ths vol-
ume. I hope that ths relatively small project will lead to larger multiau-
thored works covering the ever-growing spectrum of contemporary
medical ethcs dilemmas.
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